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FLENDER COLOMBIA Plant - Bogota D.C.



Our service department  has at disposal
a wide range of specialized tools to
determine the actual status of the gear
box



Hydraulic extractors and heavy
duty press

Our hydraulic extractors are
ideal for pulling a great variety
of parts including bearings,
gears, wheels, and pulleys

Capacity

Up to 250 tons

700 bar maximum pressure



Lathes for machining a variety of parts





Induction heaters for parts up to ±
1,000 kg.

Induction heating is a superior  heating
method, fast and controlled. It is a safe
alternative, environment friendly
compared to traditional heating methods
like ovens and oil baths.

Controlled induction heating  avoids
unnecessary damages and keeps
original pre-lubrication. Our  induction
heaters BEGA can be used  for heating
gear wheels, couplings,  for bearings up
to 1000 kg.

Capacity
- Max. OD: 800 mm
- Max. Width: 450 mm
- Max. Component weight:1000Kg



Mobile service workshop

For fast service at site of your gearbox, our mobile
workshop  is equipped with standard and special tools for
specific applications, welding machines, compressor.

Vibration monitoring logger, alignment kit, elevation
equipment, micrometers, specific tools for each
application



Plant – Free Trade Zone



Reception



Plant – Free Trade Zone

Warehouse, assembly
lines, testing facilities



TESTING BENCH



Specialized  tools

250 TON PRESS

The press includes a mobile header to handle
large parts like this gear shaft with two 1.5 m
flywheels and a high of 2 m in order to
facilitate the job for the operator.

Specialized tools



Specialized tools

Two 16 Ton overhead cranes

Two overhead cranes allows
simultaneous maintenance
activities, for instance a
disassembly line while the
other is assembling, or as it is
established on  the detailed
schedule

Specialized tools



Specialized tools

Induction heater- personalized model

According to customer´s specifications we can heat
up any class of steel part, for disassembly or
assembly; for this case the housing of a planetary
gear was heated to extract the bolts that avoided the
separation of the housing’s two halves

Specialized tools



50 TON hydraulic extractor

Mobile tool, with automatic centering, facilitates
bearings extraction from large diameter parts,
where the use of a press is not possible.
Any kind of hydraulic cylinders are used, from 5 to
50 Tons allowing extraction of couplings or bearings
by means of fabrication of special devices.

Specialized toolsSpecialized tools



Offices



Cafeteria
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